CLINTON FOUNDATION PAY-TO-PLAY LIST EXPOSED BY GUCCIFER 2.0

$543 MILLION PAID TO HILLARY’S "INSIDER HENCHMEN" LIKE PATRICK KENNEDY AND DEBBIE WASSERMAN SCHULTZ

CONGRESSIONAL BENEFICIARIES LINED UP MORE THAN SIX MONTHS AHEAD OF THE CONTRIVED 2008 BANKING “CRISIS” AND PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION —CLASSIC GEORGE SOROS REGIME DESTABILIZATION WRIT LARGE

CONTRIBUTING WRITERS | OPINION | AMERICANS FOR INNOVATION | OCT. 05, 2016, UPDATED OCT. 07, 2016 | PDF

(OCT. 05, 2016)—Guccifer is the whistleblower who first exposed Hillary Clinton’s private email server after hacking into adviser Sidney Blumenthal’s AOL email account. His successor, Guccifer 2.0, has also delivered.
Guccifer 2.0 released a trove of almost 1 gigabyte of Clinton Foundation documents on Oct. 04, 2016. Several key points stick out immediately. The documents look more like Democratic National Committee fund raising. Since the Clinton Foundation is a non-profit organization, such political activity is illegal. It is the same kind of activity that the IRS complained of with the Tea Party.

The principle is simple. If an organization wishes to be exempt from public tax, then that organization should be apolitical. Clearly, The Clinton Foundation promotes a progressively leftist agenda. This Guccifer information would be deadly to any other non-profit.

We focus this post on several key documents uncovered in a folder titled “To be filed.”

$543 MILLION CLINTON FOUNDATION PAY-OUTS TO FAVORED OBAMA & CLINTON CRONIES BEFORE THE 2008 BANK BAILOUT — 1,146 PROJECTS. EPIC!

Key Requester chart, dated Jun. 20, 2008 (Guccifer 2.0, 12.7 MB)

Here is the spreadsheet summarizing the following insider’s pay-to-play deals.

THE BEST OPERATIVES MONEY CAN BUY

subpoenas and FOIA requests regarding Hillary Clinton

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>John Lewis</td>
<td>$400,000</td>
<td>Civil Rights pioneer, U.S Representative, Ranking House Benghazi Committee member, opposes all investigations into Hillary Clinton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rahm Emmanuel</td>
<td>$2,200,000</td>
<td>Former Obama Chief of Staff and now Mayor of Chicago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debbie Wasserman Schultz</td>
<td>$2,800,000</td>
<td>Dethroned DNC Chair who performed dirty tricks against Bernie Sanders and prevented his success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthony Weiner (Huma Abedin)</td>
<td>$450,000</td>
<td>Husband of Hillary confidante and top aide, Huma Abedin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nancy Pelosi</td>
<td>$6,200,000</td>
<td>Former Speaker of the House favoring nationalized health care; opposes all investigations into Hillary Clinton</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1: Sample Clinton Foundation “Appropriations” Requesters, Jun. 20, 2008.**

No wonder our federal officials are silent about Washington, D.C. corruption. They are part of the corrupt and have betrayed their oaths of office. They have lied and deceived the American citizenry.

AFI researchers were told years ago by a very wealthy Midwestern philanthropist that Washington, D.C. and Wall Street combined are an inside game that he called “The Acela Mafia.” The Acela Express is the fast train train that runs between New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington D.C. This data reinforces that observation.

**CLINTON FOUNDATION TRACKED DONATIONS FROM WALL STREET TO FNDN INSIDERS, COMPARING THESE DONATIONS TO T.A.R.P. FUNDINGS THE INSIDERS APPROVED FOR THOSE BANKS**

One particularly telling spreadsheet is a [Feb. 12, 2009 spreadsheet](http://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2016/10/53-page-clinton-foundation-pay-to-play.html) that tracks Wall Street bank donations to key Democrats and sycophant Republicans compared to the TARP fundings that they approved in Congress (NDNE of these people disclosed their conflicts of interest).

**CLINTON FOUNDATION RECORD SNIPPET FROM FEB. 12, 2009 SHOWING PAYBACKS FROM WALL STREET TARP RECIPIENTS TO REPRESENTATIVES WHO APPROVED TARP**

Source: Guccifer 2.0.

**UPDATE MAR. 25, 2014**

**FIVE CRITICAL AFI POSTS ON JUDICIAL COMPROMISE**

Fully updated Mar. 25, 2014 in the wake of the Scribd censorship:

1. **HOW PATENT JUDGES GROW RICH ON THE BACKS OF AMERICAN INVENTORS**
   Patent Office filings are shuffled out the USPTO backdoor to crony lawyers, banks and deep-pocket clients.

2. **WAS CHIEF JUSTICE ROBERTS BLACKMAILED into supporting Obamacare by his ethical compromises in Leader v. Facebook?**

3. **JUSTICE ROBERTS MENTORED Facebook Gibson Dunn LLP attorneys.**

4. **JUSTICE ROBERTS HOLDS substantial Facebook financial interests.**

5. **JUDGE LEONARD STARK FAILED to disclose his Facebook financial interests and his reliance on Facebook’s Cooley Godward LLP attorneys for his appointment.**

**BARACK OBAMA’S DARK POOLS OF CORRUPTION**
Busted!

The globalization of Barney Frank, George Soros and The Clinton Foundation is founded on unethical, immoral, secret dealings and fraudulent financings. Therefore, globalization is stillborn as a moral principle and means of governance. (Notice that both Bono and Barney Frank were uncomfortable being videotaped in this meeting—a scene of globalist crimes.) Davos, (Jan. 29, 2011). Herman Van Rompuy, President of the European Council meets with Bono, George Soros and Rep. Barney Frank. YouTube. World Economic Forum. Raw video (*.mp4).

FIG. 3–CLINTON FOUNDATION PAY-TO-PLAY PAYBACK RECORD. Snippet from Clinton Foundation. (Feb. 12, 2009). Barney Frank, Nancy Pelosi, Master Spreadsheet PAC Contributions. Guccifer 2.0 released Sep. 04, 2016. Note that all of these bank were underwriters for the Facebook initial public offering on May 18, 2012. Every one. Not a single U.S. Representative, Senator, judge or agency official disclosed their conflict of interest in receiving donations from Facebook underwriters during the Leader v. Facebook proceedings. Such conflicts are flagrant obstruction of justice. Bono made over $1 billion from his Facebook stock that was first sold to him, then sold for him by Goldman Sachs and other Wall Street beneficiaries of the 2008 TARP bailout. No wonder Bono did not want to be filmed with Barney Frank, George Soros and the President of the European Council—so many globalist criminals in one little Davos meeting room might have sparked an inversion of the space-time continuum.

It is illegal for a government agency or official to interfere in an active lawsuit according to 18 U.S. Code § 1505—Obstruction of proceedings before departments, agencies, and committees. “Proceedings” is a broad term for essentially any official government activity in courts, agencies, grand juries and Congress.

CONCLUSION

Since Bill Clinton’s first term, and through George W. Bush and Barack H. Obama, America has been governed by globalists intent on replacing the American republican form of government (majority rules without infringing the rights of minorities).
They want to establish a profligate capitalist oligarchy. This oligarchy stole Leader Technologies' social networking invention as a global spy data collection tool. They have used that invention to accelerate their global takeover of the Internet via “The IBM Internet of Things.” This nasty, immoral web can be fixed and cannot be allowed stand. Such a house is built on shifting sand.

Their agenda is visible in the $543 million payoffs and quid pro quo donations in the Clinton Foundation charts above. Their goals are clear: chaos abroad and domestically, nationalized health care, corruption of our political election system, supporting chaos in major cities, and creating insider foreign deals that interfere with our country’s success.

Bill Clinton and George W. Bush were their tools.

Barack H. Obama and Hillary Clinton are their tools.

Hillary Clinton is hell-bent on continuing. Obama says Hillary will never go to jail for her crimes.

It's up to us, the American citizenry, to take back the power that these people have abused.

* * *

Notice: This post may contain opinion. As with all opinion, it should not be relied upon without independent verification. Think for yourself. Photos used are for educational purposes only and were obtained from public sources. No claims whatsoever are made to any photo. Fair Use is relied upon.

COMMENT

Click “N comments:” on the line just below this instruction to comment on this post. Alternatively, send an email with your comment to amer4innov@gmail.com and we'll post it for you. We welcome and encourage anonymous comments, especially from whistleblowers.

Posted by K. Craine at 8:06 PM

1+ Recommend this on Google

9 comments:

Lancelot October 6, 2016 at 6:48 AM

Exciting first commentary on the Guccifer release that provides more proof that the Clinton Foundation operates as an organized crime syndicate, in cahoots with the DNC and Obama. It is disgusting how we the citizens have to suffer at the hands of these people.

Reply

Cindy Rostankowski October 6, 2016 at 7:30 AM

If these criminals bought off most of Congress in 2008, they'll most certainly try to buy this 2016 election. All the more reason all TRUE Americans must work to protect a FREE and FAIR vote.

Here's a good 3-page summary of what we need to do to stop the biggest voter fraud of all — MAN-IN-THE-MIDDLE VOTE SHIFTING.
This can be set up in days by having a BIPARTISAN group of information technology people hook up a PC at each state data center and watch the Internet traffic from each county vote tabulator. If the input to the state tabulator is NOT coming from one of the county computers, then it is coming from somewhere else…. likely a man-in-the-middle who is simply changing the totals that get entered. This is not hard technically. In fact, it is easy for ANYONE INVOLVED IN CYBERSECURITY. However, we don't want Homeland Security or the FBI. The information in this post prove that those people are part of the Clinton-Obama citizen deception committee.

HOW TO STOP MAN-IN-THE-MIDDLE VOTING FRAUD:


Reply

K. Craine  October 6, 2016 at 1:09 PM
Message to Alinsky disciples posting on this site:

Saul Alinsky Rules for Radicals No. 4: “Make the enemy live up to its own book of rules.” If the rule is that every letter gets a reply, send 30,000 letters. You can kill them with this because no one can possibly obey all of their own rules.”

We disallow comments that perpetuate this Alinsky fraud. You’ll get no forum here for such games.

Reply

Replies

K. Craine  October 6, 2016 at 1:11 PM
Saul Alinsky Rules for Radicals No. 8: “Keep the pressure on. Never let up.” Keep trying new things to keep the opposition off balance. As the opposition masters one approach, hit them from the flank with something new.”

Busted.

Reply

K. Craine  October 6, 2016 at 1:34 PM
Email comment by JM:


Clinton in 2009 arranged meetings between Jacqueline Newmyer Deal, a friend of Chelsea Clinton and head of the defense consulting group Long Term Strategy Group, with Pentagon officials that involved contracting discussions, according to emails from Clinton’s private server made public recently by the State Department. Clinton also tried to help Deal win a contract for consulting work with the State Department’s director of policy planning, according to the emails.

Deal is a close friend of Chelsea Clinton, who is vice chair of the Clinton Foundation. Emails between the two were included among the thousands recovered from a private email server used by the secretary of state between 2009 and 2013. Chelsea Clinton has described Deal as her best friend. Both Clintons attended Deal’s 2011 wedding.

Government cronyism, or the use of senior positions to help family friends, is not illegal. However, the practice appears to violate federal ethics rules that prohibit partiality, or creating the appearance of conflicts of interest.

Full story.

Here is the billion dollar question that this blog can’t answer. Leader spins this wild story and claims that its software was stolen to form a secret spy state. It claims this was accomplished by way of the Eclipse Foundation, which counts almost every major technology company as a member.

Here’s the problem. All of the Eclipse software is open source. That means that the software is accessible by anyone. If a single line of leader’s code were contained in the Eclipse code then it would be child’s play to find it. Leader has never once provided a smidgen of evidence to suggest that its code made its way to the Eclipse foundation.

That, my friends, is absolutely concrete evidence that this whole conspiracy theory is a farce.

Replies

K. Craine  October 7, 2016 at 2:28 AM

Spoken like a true attorney-astroturfer. Could not help yourself, could you? “conspiracy theory” “child’s play” “face” “absolutely concrete evidence”

We choose not to respond to disingenuous predators. We have your number bro, or bra, or both. By the way, “Johannasson” is not a real name according to our Scandinavian sources.

By the way, we and others have provided the evidence you want, but you know that. You predators are all alike. Get a real job and stop spoiling our societies with your profanity. We will pray for you that you will turn from your wicked ways.

For our readers: How to spot astroturfers like “Aaron Johanasson.”


https://sharylattkisson.com/propaganda-and-astroturf-recognize-it/

https://sharylattkisson.com/top-10-astroturfers/

K. Craine  October 7, 2016 at 4:11 AM

Email comment by TEX:

America is at a time in our history that is just unimaginable to me and my generation. We arrived here on a slow train for many reasons and the effects could be irreversible. America has become a fraud, led by fakers.

The basis for America originally was the desire for individual liberty, and a belief in a power greater than man himself. It was an idea that each individual would accept personal responsibility to perform a small part in the total scope, make a decent living based on that contribution, and support our foundational papers, the Constitution, as a guideline. The rights given to Americans came from God, not a central government.

We have morphed into a progressive, wussified agenda that is exactly the opposite. Now the central themes of honesty, integrity, forthrightness, patriotism, generosity, family values, bravery, performance, winning/losing, and courage have morphed into a progressive, wussified agenda that is exactly the opposite. Now the rights are somehow are controlled by our government hacks. And to make it really bad, the Democrats are in a path to give them to a one world order. The recent internet flasco is just the start.

In my opinion, we are a nation of fakers. We fake our intelligence using Google, our integrity by lying, our success with excess credit, our appearance with cosmetic surgery and hair pieces, our true intentions with words that deceive, our true values with fake faith, and our muscles with steroids. We pour perfume, adorn ourselves in jewels, and lie on our resumes. At our very core, we are so into ourselves that we disregard the truth. Just look at Hillary’s health deception and her claim of loving children while supporting late term abortion.

The current political muckety mucks are crooked from top to bottom..... the president, and the entire administrative branch. The Congress , and their paid assistants, are cowards and inept. The Judicial system, Federal, appellate, state, and even local have and is stolen from OSU alums Contributing Writers | Opinion...

OSU BAND INVESTIGATION UNEARTHS SURPRISE TRUSTEE COLLUSION IN PATENT THEFT

Breaking News, Sep. 3, 2014 , 10:05am OSU Trustee President, Jeffrey Wadsworth, “counterattacks” the Band Alumni leadership T...

GOVERNOR JOHN KASICH HOLDS MUCH STOCK IN OSU TRUSTEE PRIVATE INTERESTS

Governor’s trustee appointments reveal strong bias toward protecting his Investments Contributing Writers | Opinion | AMERICANS FOR INNOVA...

FIRING OF OSU BAND LEADER EXPOSES CORRUPTION AT BATTELLE LABS, PATENT OFFICE, NSA Jeffrey Wadsworth, Battelle CEO and OSU Trustee president, doles out OSU contracts to Facebook Cartel thru his McBee Strategic LLC lobbyis....

MASSIVE WASHINGTON CORRUPTION EXPOSED BY LEADER VS. FACEBOOK Bi-partisan citizen group appeals to Congress to RESTORE PROPERTY CONFOCATED BY widespread federal corruption incl. interference by Nancy ...

DISASTROUS RISE OF A LAWLESS C.I.A. Presidents from Washington to Eisenhower feared threats to liberty from the military-industrial complex Contributing...

HEALTHCARE.GOV HAS EXPOSED WASHINGTON’S ETHICAL DISEASE Undisclosed conflicts of interest—on a massive scale—are choking Washington Contributing Writers | OPINION | AMERICANS FOR INNOVATION ...

HOW JUDGES GROW RICH ON THE BACKS OF AMERICAN INVENTORS Patent Office filings are shuffled out the USPTO backdoor to crony lawyers, banks and deep-pocket clients Contributing Writers | Opinion...

BOYCOTT NCAA MARCH MADNESS? COPYRIGHT-GATE Constitutional rights advocates demand that NCAA stop its copyright infringement in social media; ask Congress to preserve Zuckerberg’s ...

LEADER VS. FACEBOOK WALL OF SHAME

gone off into playing the game rather than refereeing the game. Our IRS, EPA, FBI, and especially the DOJ are so thoroughly corrupt that they may not ever be respected again. They are fakers at such a high level that our future is in real jeopardy.

So let’s talk Hillary vs. Trump. Which one was complicit in our demise? Which one is not controlled by someone else’s money? Which one has shown a lack of courage under fire? Which one speaks beautifully in magnificent lies and which one gives an honest, yet sometimes offensive, response? Now whether you like it or not, both Hillary and Trump will bring their families with them to the White House. That’s worth a look. Which family is morally corrupt? Both will hire new folks to implement their plans. Hillary to keep this same crap going, Trump will try to fix this same crap. Trump has already listed his future court appointees. They are not radicals…. they believe that their job is to interpret our Constitution. How refreshing.

***END, TEX comment, Part 1***

Reply

K. Craine October 7, 2016 at 4:12 AM

***START, TEX comment, Part 2***

Just a few notes on our current fakery as a country:

- borders are disintegrating
- our debt is larger than our economy
- our Constitution has been shredded
- the military and law enforcement are evil
- we have 94 million folks that dropped out of the workforce
- our energy complex is being dismantled
- global warming is our #1 enemy
- free college, safe spaces, transgender bathrooms, continuing Obamacare, are top priorities
- the Iran deal, releasing GITMO prisoners Hillary’s signature objectives
- and my favorite….. "we have your back." Benghazi, Fast and Furious, and the VA. We allow our wounded soldiers to die. We sadly traded five Islamic killers for Bowe Bergdahl, a traitor, and let these thousands of Americans die.

So let me close this diatribe before I have a breakdown. The AFI post above is HISTORICAL. Read it carefully. The Clinton Foundation took money from foreign and US interests and shuffled those dollars back to political hacks illegally. They are the conduit to criminal activities..... the Clintons are crooks. Obama knew about this. Pelosi was a recipient. Hillary can not be our president.

Have a deplorable day, TEX =

Reply

Judges go to jail for far less serious misconduct; Facebook users should pay Leader fees voluntarily; its the right thing to do since Faceb...

EDITORIALS

1. DC Bar refuses to investigate attorney misconduct in Leader v. Facebook - Unwillingness of DC attorneys to self-policing may explain why Washington is broken, Dec. 30, 2012

2. Will the U.S. Supreme court support schemers or real American inventors? Facebook's case dangles on a doctored interrogatory. Eighteen (18) areas of question shout for attention, Dec. 27, 2012

3. Two Policy Changes That Will Make America More Democratic (and less contentious), Dec. 21, 2012

OUR MISSION

American citizens must fight abuse of the constitutional right for authors and inventors to enjoy the fruits of their inventions, as a matter of basic property rights and sound public policy. Otherwise, instead of innovation, creativity, genius, ideas, vision, courage, entrepreneurship, respect, property, rejuvenation, morals, ethics, values, renewal, truth, facts, rights, privacy, solutions and judicial faithfulness, . . . our society and economy will be dragged down (and eventually destroyed) by copying, infringement, thievery, counterfeiting, hacking, greed, misinformation, exploitation, abuse, waste, disrespect, falsity, corruption, bribery, coercion, intimidation, doublespeak, misconduct, lies, deception, attorney “dark arts,” destruction, confusion, dishonesty, judicial chicanery and lawlessness.

If we do not speak up, impeach derelict judges and imprison corrupt attorneys, we cannot possibly hope to start fixing the current ills in our society. Without justice and respect for private property, democracy has no sure foundation.

CURRENT EDITORIAL FOCUS

We are an opinion blog that advocates for strong intellectual property rights. We welcome commenters and contributors. The Leader v. Facebook patent infringement case first came to our attention after learning that the trial judge, Leonard P. Stark, U.S. District Court of Delaware, ignored his jury’s admission that they had no evidence to